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Rilke's Roses calls us into a more intimate relationship with things, asking us to consider the material world as sister of our imagination, rather than nameless patient of our ideas. EXCERPT FROM DAVID NEED'S INTRODUCTION

The poet Rainer Maria Rilke's French language sequences, written over the last four years of his life, were a new beginning for him following the completion of the Duino Elegies and The Sonnets to Orpheus. Less often translated than his other work and, in general brief, the work nevertheless carries forward the aesthetic project of his major work in German. The translation of the posthumously published sequence Les Roses is offered here alongside an accompanying set of pen and ink drawings by Clare Johnson. Also included is translator David Need's essay on the motif of the rose in Rilke's poetry, as well as a translation of numerous German language poems in which Rilke turns to and stages the figure of the rose—that thing that we are like that is both impossibly interior, and yet also thrown out into and at stake in the world.

Visit www.rilkesroses.wordpress.com for more information about this project.
Roses is an interdisciplinary book featuring the twenty-seven poem series Les Roses, published posthumously and translated here by poet David Need and accompanied by pen and ink drawings by Clare Johnson. David has been working on Rilke’s writings for over fifteen years; the book also includes “The Room Next Door: The Impossible Affordance of the Rose” an illuminating essay by David that places this late set of French language poems in the context of Rilke’s overall aesthetic project, focusing in particular on the rose as a persistent motif for a ‘Good’ realized in Art. Several dozen other poems (French and German, all accompanied by English translations) are presented as “Kinfolk in the Wind of the Fields,” an appendix providing further contextualization and background to this work.
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Rilke sang of actual roses, the tangible incarnadine flower, not some abstract Platonic ideal. In these intimate and luminous translations from his post-Elegies work, written in French, David Need rescues Rilke from the cult of New Age positivism, restoring his uncanny mystery, his harrowing commitment to dwell along the perilous and empowering borderline between inner necessity and a manufactured world of dead objects. The realm of Rilke’s roses is chthonic and immanent. All aperture and cusp, fold and further fold, the flesh of the rose’s petals permits both a bantering playfulness and the most profound experience of evanescence and fragility. Because they die into themselves each day, Rilke’s roses are always undergoing loss and transformation; they are his highest allegories for praise and finitude, Orpheus and Eurydice conjoined. In the classic Rilkean gesture, they are always departing, always arriving – the impossible moment of plenitude and emptiness, Celan’s ‘niemandsrose’ – the poem that knows itself by knowing no one. Or as Rilke has it: “no one’s sleep beneath so many lids…”

— Patrick Pritchett, Lecturer in History and Literature, Harvard University